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How to integrate Software Visualization in Rascal?
Visual Analytics

“*The science of analytical reasoning facilitated by visual interactive interfaces*”

Related to:

- **Scientific visualization**: deals with data that are geometric in nature
- **Information visualization**: deals with abstract data structures like trees, graphs and relations
  - **Software visualization**: deals with software artifacts
- **Visual analytics**: aims at reasoning and sense making
Scientific Visualization: Liquid Flow

Credit: R. Van Liere & W. De Leeuw, CWI
Information Visualization

Disk Usage

Credits: Jarke van Wijk, TU/e
Information Visualization: **FriendWheel**
Software Visualisation

Execution Frequency

Credit:

Steven Eick
Circular Bundle View

Credits: Daniel Bierwirth
Software Visualisation

Revision histories

Credit: Alex Telea, RUG
Software Visual Analytics

- Emerging field where data extracted from software artifacts are visualized in order to
  - **Understand** the software
    - Architecture? Component dependencies?
  - **Identify** parts with special properties
    - Most complex? Most revisions? Test coverage?
  - **What if** questions
    - What happens if we adapt this part?
Summary

Scientific Visualisation

Information Visualisation

Software Visualisation

Software Visual Analytics

Geometry

Abstract

Software Facts

Querying & Interaction

Mature

Emerging
General Design Perspectives

- The “DNA” of visualization
- Visual attributes
- Attention
- Polymetric Views
- Tufte's Graphics Design Principles
- Schneiderman's Interaction Mantra
The “DNA” of Visualization

- Most visualizations consist of mappings between data values and visual attributes.
- New visualizations can be made by varying these mappings.
Visual Attributes

- Position
- Length
- Angle
- Slope
- Area
- Volume
- Density
- Color Saturation
- Color Hue
- Texture
- Connection
- Containment
- Shape
Visual Attributes and Perception

- Different visual attributes have different effect on human visual perception.
- Position, size and area are easily seen.
- Changes in color hue or saturation can be difficult to see.
Perception
Perception
Perception
Perception
Perception
Polymetric Views

Entity: box with Position (X, Y), height, width and color metrics

Relationship: edge with width and color metric

M. Lanza & S. Ducasse, CodeCrawler – An Extensible and Language Independent 2D and 3D Software Visualization Tool
Example

Credits: http://codecrawler.sourceforge.net/
Tufte's Graphics Design Principles

- Graphical excellence gives to the viewer
  - the greatest number of ideas
  - in the shortest time
  - with the least ink
  - in the smallest space.
- Maximize data-ink ratio
  - Data-ink ratio = (data ink)/(total ink to print graphic)
Schneiderman's Interaction Mantra

- Overview first
- Zoom and filter
- Details-on-demand
Recall: Software Visual Analytics

• “The science of analytical reasoning about software artifacts facilitated by visual interactive interfaces”

• What we want:
  • Integrated software analysis and visualization

• What we already have in Rascal
  • Fact extraction, Fact representation, computation

• What is missing:
  Visualize all these facts
We do *not* want visualizations that are ...

- *Cluttered* with coordinates, thus:
  - Hard to understand, re-use or compose
- Highly *imperative* and *state-dependent*, thus:
  - Hard to understand, re-use or compose
- Based on too low level representations, thus
  - Hard to understand and automate

```
triangle(10, 10, 10, 200, 45, 200);
rect(45, 45, 35, 35);
quad(105, 10, 120, 10, 120, 200, 80, 200);
ellipse(140, 80, 40, 40);
triangle(160, 10, 195, 200, 160, 200);
```
We want visualizations that are ...

- **Automatic and Domain-specific**
  - Reduce low-level issues (layout, size)
  - Automate mappings (e.g., axis, color scale, ...)
  - Automate interaction support

- **Reusable**
  - Treat figures and visual attributes as ordinary values; can be parameters/result of functions
  - Arbitrary nesting of figures
  - Well-defined composition of visual attributes
We want visualizations that are ...

- **Compositional**
  - Global visualization state (e.g. Pen color) hinders composition
  - Self-contained, composable, visualizations

- **Interactive**
  - Enable Schneidermann's Mantra: *Overview First, Zoom and Filter, then Details-on-demand*
  - Provide the GUI-elements (buttons, text fields, ...) to achieve this.
The vis::Figure Library

- A Rascal library to meet these design goals.
- Key words:
  - Coordinate free
  - Compositional & orthogonal
  - Interactive
System Under Investigation (SUI)

EASY Paradigm

- Extract
- Internal Representation
- Analyze
- Synthesize
- Results
Synthesize

Results

Declarative Description of Visualization

Interpreter Pattern

Data types:
- Figure
- Fproperty

Interpreter:
- render
More Technical View

Software & Meta-Data

Parsing & Analysis

Visualization

Figure

render

R A S C A L

render

Figure

R A S C A L

More Technical View
Figures

- Figures
  - are described by data type **Figure**
  - are **values** that can be computed and manipulated (e.g. by Rascal functions)
  - only describe their **own properties**: dimensions, alignment, color, ...
  - are **unaware** of their actual coordinates
  - can be **composed** with other figures: horizontal composition, placement on grid or in tree, graph, ...
  - can be **reused** in different contexts
Figure

- **Primitive figures:**
  - text, outline

- **(Nested) container figures:**
  - box, ellipse, space

- **Figure composition operators:**
  - hcat, vcat, hvcat, overlay
  - pack, grid, graph, tree
FProperty

- **Identity**: id
- **Size**: grow, shrink, resizable
- **Absolute size**: size, width, height, gap
- **Alignment**: align, left, right, top, bottom
- **Color**: fillColor, lineColor, fontColor
- **Interaction**: mouseOver, onClick, button, textfield, combobox, computeFigure
FProperty

- All properties have a standard value
- A figure can
  - redefine the value of a property for itself, e.g. `fillColor("yellow")`
  - redefine the value of a property for all its children, e.g. `std(fillColor("yellow"))`
- This inheritance-like model
  - promotes re-use
  - allows per figure redefinition of property
  - minimizes number of property settings
Summary: Figures and Properties

• **Figure** and **FProperty** are ordinary user-defined Rascal data types

• We can use the full power of Rascal to
  • Write functions that return **Figure/FProperty** values
  • Integrate parsing, fact extraction and visualization
  • Contrast with, e.g., GnuPlot scripting language
Rendering

```cpp
render(ellipse(fillColor("red"))
)
```

What size will it be?

Where will it appear?
Coordinate-free
An empty pane ...
ellipse()
ellipse(fillColor("red"))
Size is adjusted to available space (turn off per figure with resizable)
ellipse(fillColor("red"), shrink(0.5))
ellipse(fillColor("red"), shrink(0.5), left())
ellipse(fillColor("red"), shrink(0.5), left(), top())
ellipse(fillColor("red"), shrink(0.5), right(), bottom())
ellipse(fillColor("red"), size(300, 20))
Exercise

Draw a green rectangle in the right, top corner of the screen that is 20% of the screen size.
Compositional
Nesting

- Containers like box and ellipse may contain nested figures

  - **shrink**: shrinks figure relative available space of container

  - **grow**: enlarges figure relative to size of children

  - **resizable**: allow/disallow resizing
box(box(fillColor("green"), shrink(0.8)), fillColor("red"))
box(
  text("SLE", fontSize(40)),
  grow(2), fillColor("red"), resizable(false))
Vertical composition: Dutch Flag

B1 = box(fillColor("red"));
B2 = box(fillColor("white"));
B3 = box(fillColor("blue"));
render(vcat([B1, B2, B3]));
Exercises

• Draw the flags of Belgium, Benin and Japan:

• Write a function `Figure nestedBoxes(int n, real shrink)` that returns `n` nested boxes, each `shrink` smaller than the surrounding one.

  Hint: use `arbColor()` for random colors.
Piet Mondriaan: Composition II in Red, Blue, and Yellow, 1930
Our simulation (see paper)
Overlay

```r
overlay([box(text("A"), left(), top(), fillColor("red"), shrink(0.4)),
        box(text("B"), center(), fillColor("green"), shrink(0.4)),
        box(text("C"), right(), bottom(), fillColor("yellow"),
            shrink(0.4))], std(fontSize(20)))
```
How about non-hierarchical composition?

- Height mapped to y-axis
- Labels mapped to x-axis

Interval Scale:
- 30M€
- 20M€
- 10M€

Nominal Scale:
- US
- Europe
- Asia

hcat
Mapping Figures to Nominal Scale

Arbitrary, nested, Composition of F1, F2 and F3

Also available: topScreen, leftScreen, rightScreen
Mapping to a bottomScreen

```
overlay(
  [box(text("A"),left(),top(),fillColor("red"),shrink(0.4)),
    box(text("B"),center(),fillColor("green"),shrink(0.4)),
    box(text("C"),right(),bottom(),fillColor("yellow"),shrink(0.4))
  ], stdFontSize(20))

bottomScreen("s",
  overlay(
    [box(project(text("A"),"s"),left(),top(),fillColor("red"),shrink(0.4)),
      box(project(text("B"),"s"),center(),fillColor("green"),shrink(0.4)),
      box(project(text("C"),"s"),right(),bottom(),fillColor("yellow"),shrink(0.4))
    ], stdFontSize(20))
)```
Mapping to a bottomScreen
Mapping Figures to Interval Scale

- F1
- F2
- F3

Arbitrary, nested, Composition of F1, F2 and F3

leftAxis  Map a numeric value of a figure property to an axis

Also available: rightAxis, topAxis, bottomAxis
Barcharts

```java
public Figure hBarChart(map[str,num] vals){
    return bottomScreen("categories",
        leftAxis("y",
            hcat(
                [box(height(convert(vals[k],"y")),
                    project(text(k),"categories"),
                    fillColor("blue"))
                | k <- vals],
            hgrow(1.2))
        ));
}
```

List comprehension that generates a box for each value in the map.
hBarChart(("Europe" : 10, "US" : 15, "Asia" : 12))
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pack

tree

graph
Drawing a Tree

tree(e1,
    [ e2,
      tree(e3, [e4, e5]),
      e6
    ],
);
Example: World Energy Ltd.

- Given is the following company information:
  - Company name
  - Divisions:
    - Division name
    - List of Units:
      - Unit name
      - Number of employees in unit
      - Profit made by unit
  - Challenge: show company structure and emphasize profit per employee
Representing a Company

data COMPANY = company(str name, list[DIVISION] divisions);
data DIVISION = division(str name, list[UNIT] units);
data UNIT = unit(str name, int employees, int profit);

public COMPANY we =
    company("World Energy Ltd",
        [ division("Traditional",
            [ unit("Oil", 1000, 20000000),
                unit("Gas", 2000, 15000000)
            ],
            division("Eco",
                [ unit("Wind", 500, 10000000),
                    unit("Sun", 300, 30000000),
                    unit("Bio", 100, 1050000)
                ],
                division("Research",
                    [ unit("Hydro", 50, 450000),
                        unit("Earth", 80, 200000)
                    ])
            ])
        ]);}
public tuple[int, int] totals(COMPANY c){
    nemp = 0;
    nprof = 0;
    for (/unit(name, emp, prof) <- c){
        nemp += emp;
        nprof += prof;
    }
    return <nemp, nprof>;
}

totals(we) => <4030, 380000000>
Visualize a Unit

Figure drawUnit(UNIT u, int totalEmployees, int totalProfit){
    percEmp = 100 * u.employees / totalEmployees;  // percentage employees in unit
    avg = 100 * totalProfit / totalEmployees;
    thisAvg = 100 * u.profit / u.employees;         // average profit per employee in unit
    c = mapColor1(avg, thisAvg);
    return box(text(u.name), size(50, 4*percEmp), resizable(false), fillColor(c));
}

Color mapColor1(num avg, num uAvg) =
    uAvg < avg ? color("red") : color("green");

Color coding
Red: profit/employee below average
Green: profit/employee average average

Percentage of total number of employees in unit

Fixed
public Figure drawCompany(COMPANY c) {
    <nemp, nprof> = totals(c);
    return tree(box(text(c.name), fillColor("grey")),
                [drawDivision(d, nemp, nprof) | d <- c.divisions],
                std(gap(20)));
}

Figure drawDivision(DIVISION div, int totalEmployees, int totalProfit) {
    return tree(ellipse(text(div.name)),
                [drawUnit(u, totalEmployees, totalProfit) | u <- div.units]);
}
render(we)
public Figure frame(str caption, Figure content){
    return vcat([ text(caption, fontSize(20)),
                   box(content, grow(1.2), std(shadow(true)), fillColor("lightgrey"))
                 ], shrink(0.5));
}
Profit/Employee mapped on company divisions

World Energy Ltd

Traditional
- Oil
- Gas

Eco
- Wind
- Sun
- Bio

Research
- Hydro
- Earth
Interactive
How to add user interaction?

- In a query/exploration setting the user wants control over parts of the visualization:
  - Get feedback when mouse hovers over a figure
  - Enter search strings
  - Enable/disable detailed views
  - Zoom in to get details
  - Etc.
- How can user interaction be fitted into the current model?
Approach

• Not a complete GUI construction kit, but our composition primitives easily match what “layout managers” in GUI toolkits do

• All application data stay in the Rascal program

• Properties can have “computed” values:
  • `width(int w)`
  • `width(int() w)`

• Add interaction primitives that use Rascal functions as call back

w is int function without arguments that computes width when needed
Interaction Architecture

Call backs may compute new figures: computeFigure

Rascal program → Figure → render → Figures and properties may depend on call back functions
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mouseOver

```java
public FProperty popup(str S){
    return mouseOver(box(text(S), fillColor("lightyellow"),
                      grow(1.2),resizable(false)));
}
```

MouseOvers can be arbitrarily nested
Figure `textfield(str text, void (str) callback, bool (str) validate, FProperty props...)`

- **Initial text of field**
- **Optional function function to validate (partially) entered text**
- **Function to call when Text entry is complete**
- **Optional properties**
Example:

box with user-controlled height

A red box

box(width(100), height(100), fillColor("red"))

A red box, height controlled by variable H

box(width(100), height(int() { return H; }), fillColor("red"))

A red box, with input field to control H

```cpp
int H = 100;
fig = vcat([textfield("<H>", void(str s){H = toInt(s);}, intInput, size(100,15)),
 box(width(100),height(int(){return H;}),fillColor("red"))
]);
```

Editable Text field

Height changes
With value of text field
Example:
box with user-controlled height

Figures and properties may depend on call back functions
More interaction

- **button**: handle button press
- **onClick**: handle mouse clicks on this figure
- **computeFigure**: compute new figure on demand
- **selectFigure**: select from precomputed figures
- **choice**: from alternatives (drop down menu)
public FProperty popup(str s) {
    return mouseOver(box(text(s), gap(1), fillColor("yellow")));
}

box(size(10), color("red"), popup("Hello"))
Size and Nesting

Inner Box

box(box(size(30, 20), color("white")), gap(10), color("red"))

Size of outer box determined by size of inner box

Inner box does not fit... but will appear on MouseOver

box(box(size(30, 20)), size(10), gap(10), color("red"))
Examples
While working on a Java project ... 

- What are the different file types used in this project?
- How are the following properties distributed:
  - Number of attributes/class
  - Number of methods/class
  - Number of implemented interfaces/class
Summary

- The `vis::Figure` library provides a small core with powerful composition operators
- Already supports many interactive visualization needs
- Integrated in main stream language (Java) and IDE (Eclipse)
Resources

- Stephan Diehl, Software Visualization, Springer, 2007
- Jeffrey Heer, Michael Bostock, Vadim Ogievetsky, A tour through the visualization zoo, CACM, 2010 vol. 53 (6)